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REGULATIONS FOR FOREIGNER PARTICIPANTS
18th International tournament “Young master”
among children 10-11, 12-13, 14-15 years old
in Shinkyokushinkai WKO
Russia, Moscow
28 December 2019
1. PLACE AND DATE
1.1
Tournament will take the place in Moscow Center of martial arts. Address: Russia, Moscow, Varshavskoje
shosse, 118, bld.1 (Subway station “Yuzhnaja” or “Varshavskaja”).
1.2
Tournament will be held 28 December 2019:
− 8.30-10.30 – weighting, Credentials Committee.
− 10.30-11.00- judging seminar, draw correction.
− 11.30- opening ceremony.
− 12.00- start the fights
− 16.00 – start the finals
− 18.00 - awards ceremony.
− 19.00- close the tournament

2. PARTICIPANTS
2.1
2.2

The participants of tournament are: boys and girls 10-11, 12-13, 14-15 years old
Conditions of admission teams
Required preliminary application for participation on the team, indicating:
1. number of fighters,
2. date of birth
3. exact weight! (accuracy - 0.1 kg)
4. weight category
5. better results in sports competitions (during 2 last years)
2.3
Documents
For each fighters must have:
− an application for participation in the competition with a medical admission. Application is made for the
team.
− Budo passport confirming kyu grade;
− passport or birth certificate with date of birth;
− health insurance;
− written permission to participate from their parents (approved by the team official). Form provided in
Appendix.
2.4
Age and weight category:
Participants
Boys 10-11
Girls 10-11
Boys 12-13
Girls 12-13
Boys 14-15
Girls 14-15

Weight Category
29, 32, 35, 39, 43, 50, 50+
33, 38, 44, 44+
35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 70, 70+
40, 45, 50, 55, 55+
45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 75, 75+
50, 55, 60, 60+

Weight classes may be adjusted at the draw in consultation with representatives of the teams.

3. JUDGING
3.1
General judge – Konstantin Bely, 4 dan WKO. General secretary – Anna Shchukina, 3 dan
3.2
Every team can delegate the judges, but not lower 1st dan level.
3.3
Protests teams judging panel decisions must be made before the General Judge of the next round. Decision
on the appeal team judging panel can only be changed by re-adjudication panel of judges after the meeting.
3.4
Judges must wear the dark pants, a blue shirt and yellow bow-tie.
3.5
The draw is held on the eve of the preliminary applications with the weight and rating fighters. On the day
of the competition held checkweighing. If an fighter does not meet the stated category, it is not allowed to compete (ie,
transfer to another category is not permitted).

4. RULES
4.1
Rules
The tournament is held under the rules World Karate Organization Shinkyokushinkai (WKO).
Please note: winners by weighing results are not defined.
Also there are some additions for the rules:
− prohibited are any knee strikes to the head (the other kicks to the head are allowed);
− slap kick in the head is estimated "waza-ari" regardless of the effect, provided that the strike was unprotected and
the batter hits, the position and balance (except kaiten geri, tobi geri);
− multiple (more than 5 times) strikes in the fall without effect may lead to the award of the opponent assessment
waza-ari;
− Time rules of fights is determined by these Regulations.
4.2
Time rules:
-Fights to the semifinals:−
Regular time: 2 minutes. After the end of normal time the touch judges must make a decision. Extension match is
possible only by the referee in the case, if the votes are equally divided the side judges. In this situation it is
assigned an additional round - 1 minute (10-11 and 12-13 years old fighters) or 2 minutes (14-15 years old
fighters). After the end of extra time the judge must determine the winner.
- semi-final - judges have the right to show a draw.−
Regular time: 2 minutes. In case of a draw additional round can be added - 1 minute (10-11 and 12-13 years old
fighters) or 2 minutes (14-15 years old fighters). After the end of extra time the touch judges must make a decision.
Extension match is possible only by the referee in the case, if the votes are equally divided the side judges. In this
situation, appointed last bonus round - 1 minute. After the second extra time judges must determine the winner ..
- Finals and fight for the third place - judges have the right to show a draw.−
Regular time: 2 minutes. In case of a draw additional round - 1 minute (10-11 and 12-13 years old fighters) or 2
minutes (14-15 years old fighters). In case of a draw last round can be added: Last extra round - 1 minute. After the
second extra time judges must determine the winner.
- fighters are invited to fight no more than twice, the second time - after 30 seconds of the first invitation.
4.3
Fights held on three tatami.
4.4
First shall bring all the fights, and then fights are held, starting with the easy categories for girls. Fighting
for third place held in a row, then held final.
4.5
Equipment
The fighters must have:
− Clear white gi (kimono);
− Belt appropriate qualifications;
− Protectors white on the shin and the rise of the foot;
− The protective shell on the groin.
− Girls should be worn on the chest protector, which, as a minimum, must have hard plastic cups (the other parts
may be soft). In this case, the upper limit of the tread - at the second edge, the bottom edge of the tread - not below
the costal arches, the lateral boundaries of the tread - the anterior axillary lines; tread must not have open plastic
items;
− gloves on his hands;
− helmet on his head. Helmet must have chin protection. It is allowed to use a helmet with a protective mask (metal
or plastic) standard WKO shinkyokushinkai.
Protectors (shin-protectors, groin-protectors, breast-protectors) must wear under kimono.

5. DETERMINATION OF WINNERS
5.1 Winners determine in each category. In this case:
- If the category were two fighters is awarded only one first place;
- If there were 3 sportsmen in the category, then in case one of the fighters suffered two defeats, then the prize
places are 1 and 2 places. Otherwise, 1, 2 and 3 places are awarded based on the results of additional factors: an

fighter who wins with ippon scores, then waza-ari has the advantage. Under all equal conditions, the winner of the
category is the winner of the pair of the two lightest (according to the weighing protocol) fighters;
- If there were 4 or 5 sportsmen in the category, then a fight for the 3rd place;
- If there are 6 or 7 sportsmen in the category, then the fight for the 3rd place is held if the sportsmen who lost in
the semifinals do not have won victories;
- If there were 8 sportsmen in the category or more, fights for the 3rd place are not held
5.2 On tournament determined the special prize:
- "For the best technique" - defined by the decision the jury;
- "Best Spirit" - defined by the decision the jury;
- Other special prizes.
5.3 Every participants are awarded a diploma of the participant and memorable souvenirs.
5.4 Champions, prize and a special prize will be awarded with diplomas, medals, cups and prizes.
5.5 Determined team in the tournament, the tournament winners on aggregate results of fighters on the team. The
result of each fighter is determined by the employee prizes. In case of equal points, the advantage given to the team with
a lot of the higher places. Team-winners will be awarded the Cup.

6. THE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE TOURNAMENT
6.1 Preparation, organization and conduct of the tournament manages sportsclub "Bushido" (Yuri Shabanov’s
branch).
For every question and help for invitation, visas, accommodation, participation e.t.c. Please contact:
o
ad@bushido.ru (Konstantin Bely)
o
+7-916-3308319 (mob)

7. ETIQUETTE
7.1 All participants in the competition (athletes, coaches, officials) are required to know and comply with the
rules of the competition, as well as the rules of etiquette adopted in martial arts and kyokushinkai.
7.2 All participants in the competition (athletes, coaches, officials), as well as the organizers and spectators are
obliged to comply with the requirements of legislation in the field of behavior at physical culture and sports facilities
(smoking, drinking), as well as general standards of conduct in accordance with current legislation.

8. FINANCIAL AND OTHER CONDITIONS
8.1
8.2
8.3

The expenses for the organization and holding of the tournament cover by the "Sport Club" Bushido ".
The expenses for the financing of teams cover by sending organizations
Start Fees: entry fee from the foreigner participant – free.

APPENDIX 1

DECLARATION
PARENTS:
I, ___________________________________________________________________________________,
Father / mother's surname, first name

passport:
Series _________, __________ number issued _________________________________, date ________
allow his (her) son (daughter) ____________________________________________________________
last name, first name

Date of Birth _______________ take part in a traditional 18th International tournament "Young Master" in
ShinKyokushinkai 28/12/2019.
In the case of personal injury claims against the organizers of the tournament have not.
Date: ____________ Signature: _____________
COACH: Parents signatures certify.

APPENDIX 2
APPLICATION FORM
The squad team
(country, city, club, federation)
in a traditional 18th International tournament "Young Master" in ShinKyokushinkai
28/12/2019 Moscow.
№ Surname, Name
№

Date of
birth

Full
years

Kyu

Exact
weight

Beast sport
results
(last 3 years)

Coaches

Medical check

1

Only allowed to compete fighters

[Stamp clinic]

Head of organization:

[Stamp sports organizations]

NOTE:
1.Weight must be accurate to the nearest 0.1 kg, and no weight class!
2.Column "Best Sports results" - is strictly necessarily for filling

